
Lesson1 Part1 The Power of Empathy for teachers 解答： 

STAGE１: Listen to the CD and answer T or F for each statement. 

(1)  [ T ] (2)  [ F ] (3)  [ T ] 

(4) If we have sympathy for others, we will be able to overcome communication problems. 

[ F ]    ⇒empathy   ＊sympathyは同情 

 

STAGE２: Answer the questions on page 7 of your textbook. 

Q1 Why do people enjoy going to a stadium to watch sports? 

→Because they feel great joy when they share the same feeling with others. 

 

Q2 What causes misunderstandings or conflicts in communication? 

→People’s different backgrounds and experiences do. 

 

STAGE３: Make up one sentence using the following words, phrases and grammars.  

【文法、熟語の確認】できれば２分で４つ文を作る。 

 1 give up ＋ before 

  ⇒Don't give up before you try 

 

2 get over ＋ disease 

   ⇒I hope humans in the world will get over the Corona virus disease 

 

3 trouble  ＋ 動名詞 

   ⇒I didn't have trouble understanding this grammar. 

 

4 強調構文 ＋ misunderstanding 

  ⇒It's misunderstandings that cause some trouble. 

 

STAGE４ : 省略 

STAGE５ : Complete the summary.（Speaking → Writing）  

People often enjoy going to a big stadium to ① ( watch ) ( sports ).  It’s because 

they feel excited and happy to ②( cheer ) and ③( scream ) for their favorite team with 

④( other ) ( fans ).  Sharing feelings with others has ⑤( great ) ( benefits ). 

On the other hand, we often have misunderstandings because of the ⑥(differences) 

of our backgrounds and experiences.  However, if we learn to have ⑦( empathy ) ( for ) 

( others ), we will be able to ⑧( get ) ( over ) these problems. 

STAGE６ : STAGE５を参考にしてください。 

STAGE７ : STAGE５、６を参考にしてください。 

STAGE８ FINAL TASK：Tell your own opinion. 

FQ  When you have communication problems with your friends or family members,  

how do you try to solve them? 

⇒ I try to solve them by talking to them face to face.  I also try to listen to  

them carefully to understand them better. 

 

 


